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Q: Mr. Colton, I wonder if we could start by finding out about your place of 

birth, your family, and where you grew up. 

KC: If you can find out and hold the people responsible~ I'm with you. 

Q: Go ahead. 

KC: Born in Iowa, Des Moines, in 1913, February,3rd day of the month. I hap

pened to be a twin, the youngest in the family. Let's see, what more? 

I went up through the grade schools, high school in Des Moines, then went to 

Haryard under scholarship which helped me to remain there for four years. 

Q: What did you major in? 

KC: English History was my major. 

Q: What was the History Department like when you were a Harvard undergraduate? 

KC: I didn't realize it at the time, but afterwards I considered myself very for-

tunate to have been in European History and not in American History. The 

American History, and I guess it might have been personified then by Frederick 

Merck, whQ was then at Harvard when I was there. I don't know, we always 

thought of him as a professor. Whether he was an associate or an assistant, I 

don't know. But the American History had a reputation of being very strong on 
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facts, facts, facts, facts, facts, facts, facts, and then to the leap 

for more facts. 
more 

The English History side tended to focu~/upon trends and patterns and 

shapes and forces and looking for the event or the fact which would sustain 

or prove that th.e trend was such and such'or as an undergraduate, that you knew 

what this trend was. I think frankly, I think that shaped my whole pattern of 
a 

thinking, that particular exposure. I found i~/much, much more congenial 
been 

approach. I've/extremely thankful that I went through the, purely by chance, 

the English European side rather than the American side .. 

Q: The. re.ason why' T' a.sked is that I wondered whether you had any interest in 

other cultures or any interest in East Asia at the time you were an under-

graduate~ What was. Harvard doing? 

KC: P~act:J-ca.11y none~ I remember a course on, gee, it must have been European 

History. Wave Langer was teaching a fabulous course, a fabulous course. It 

was the only course I've eyer had anywhere in which in the last lecture the 

whole crowd of students stood up and clapped because it was a brilliant per-

f,onn,ance, absolutely astonishingly brilltant~ In that whole course, and of 

course thi.s would tQuch on the Asian area to the extent you t re talking about 

Great Br::;ttain. There was only one. reference as I can recall then, as I 

thought about it later in Japan. That was the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in 1902. 

and L think t,t waS dismissed in about one paragraph. No, I had no particular 

linkage with AsJa or Asian studies at the time. I was really interested, when 

I wa.s an undergraduate I was really interested in what today would be called 

"public policy.1t I was interested in the sociology of economic displacement. 
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For instance, when the coal mines left West Virginia, you had an abysmal 

isolation unemployment there, and I was tremendously interested in it. I 

took a course with Talcott Parsons my senior year, and if I had taken that 

course earlier, I would have been a sociologist because it was a language 

course and Michael Williams' course and Parsons t course, and perhaps one other, 

three or four outstanding courses. I couldn't begin to think how I could match 

that education again anywhere else. I think I was really very, very privileged. 

But I think my closest interest to Asian studies before I went to Japan 

was when I was at the University of Iowa in graduate work I did a course in 

comparative education. I did a term project on Japanese education, of all 

things, which was certainly very elementary, I'm sure. But I know I was 

rather impressed at the time by the strict formulas and patterns of Japanese 

education~ I was not impressed by the ... -so much as the quality in terms of 

publi,c education. Even at that time I had a residual impression that much 

of the ga,rden hose type of education was really the work of the missionaries, 

who ha,d to pick up education among those who were not able to get into the 

eli,te schools. And therefore the missionary education tended to have the 

reputation of being of mediocre quality, for obvious reasons. That was perhaps 

the only glimmer 0;E any interest I had before I got into--my foreign language 

was French and German, and I'd really wanted to go to Germany during the war. 

And as we used to say in the ranks that wherever you wanted to go or planned 

to go, that Y's where you weren v t going to go. And so I was really expecting 

to go to Germany until our unit apparently was reassigned and we were on the 

Eas't Coast, getting ready to go to Europe, we thought. And we went the other 

way around across the continent by train to pick up our free passage to 
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San Francisco. 

Q: When you did this big project on Japanese education, what sort of materials 

did you find at that time? 

KC: Oh, it was very brilliant esoteric materials, like the J.D~B. Yearbook of 

Japan and oh, several others, very high graduate level quality work. 

Q: How did you happen to go back to Iowa to go your graduate work? 

KC: Well actually, for better or for worse, when I was a senior at Harvard, they 

did something which I never appreciated until later. Apparently they called 

in every senior and asked him what he was interested in vocationally in terms 

of employment. And when I was asked to come in, they were asking me what I 

would like to do and what I intended to do and all that sort of thing. And 

I very frankly told them I wasn't interested in a business job and I wasn t t 

interested in working in industry or in a commercial place. I was interested 

in this public policy project. And they very candidly and very honestly and 

I think very fairly said, "Well, in this case, I don't think we can do much 

for yoU*" So my mother was in poor health, and it was about my turn to take 

care of h.e;r-. And so I decided If d better get a short ticket for a price of a 

meal. And so I went to Iowa City because it was my native state, and I 

thought I would very quickly pick up a certificate for teaching" I only 

expected to do teaching while I was so-called pumping gas on the side, but 

that led eventually, because of the pay check objective, it led to my being 

invited to become editor of a quarterly historical magazine,of the Annals of 
about 

Iowa. And instead of teaching, because the Annals of Iowa paid/twice as much as 

a teaching job in those days, I went to the Iowa Department of History and 
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Archives in Des Moines. That was then called the Historical Museum, but in a 

state reorganization plan the Legislature--Iowa has two historical organiza

tions, the Iowa Department of History and Archives and then the Iowa Historical 

Society---we called it the "Hysterical Society"--at Iowa City. There was a 

great deal of competition and rivalry, and so Iowa City was trying to swallow 

us. So one of my first experiences in manipulation was to lobby with the leg

islature to rename our organization, instead of "Museum" calling it a "Depart

ment of History and Archives" would give us more status. 

Q: About what time was this, in the late 1930's? 

KC: Yes. Gee, this was in about 1938, I guess, something like that. 

Q: SO you had graduated in 1936? 

KC: 1936. 

Q: From Harvard, and then took the Master's Degree? 

KC: I think I did have one thing which I found later was very considerable help 

to me in Japan, in Japanese politics~ When I was in high school, I had leave, 

I guess. I didn~t drop out of school, because I had permission to drop out. 

Because o£ family finances made it advisable to take a job as a page to the 

State Legislature, Iowa State Legislature. I had the very good fortune to 

very soon thereafter be assigned to the Chief Clerk in the House, A. G. Gustaf

son.. And Gus was an old, old veteran in that job. He had been in that job 

about 10 or 12 years, and in no time at all he let me do anything there, I 

mean, to read the bills, to count up the roll calls and to take the messages 

back and forth to the room where they prepared the journal for the next day. 

T did everything, and you took charge of bills that were assigned to committees. 

After a while you got the feel of politics, and I found that when I went to 
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Tokyo, I think I was the only guy, the only guy in my particular section, 

Research and Analysis, G2, that had had any experience with active politics. 

And in the Government Section, as I was going to tell you later, I think there 

were only two men in Government Section who had ever won an elective office. 

One of them was Rod Hussey, who was a judge in the district in Massachusetts~ 

And then there was the chap, I forget his name, who was the Congressman from 

Pennsylvania, had only one term~ This was one of the weaknesses of Government 

Section, one of the weaknesses of the occupation,is that very few of them had 

any real sense of-,-those in the Government Section side, in the political 

side--had any real feel, any real perception that politics is an art and not 

necessarily a science. I found this again and again and again. It was worth 

its weight in gold. I served two sessions in the State Legislature with the 

Chief Clerk, and that sort of thing was unmatched. 

Q: Mr .. Colton, could I ask you about your politics in this period of the late 

thirties? Franklin Roosevelt was President and the United States was going 

through a depression or trying to recover from a depression. How did that 

affect you? 

KC: Well, I went to Harvard as a freshman in 1932, as. a Republicane Franklin 

Roosevelt only met me once, and then he didn't identify me because I was in 

the crowd on the curb when he came through Harvard Square. I would have 

voted as a Republican in 1932 if I were eligible to vote. In 1936 I was 

home for Thanksgiving and I hitchhiked from Iowa City to Des Moines, 120 

miles, in order to vote because I was determined to vote And I voted Democrat. 

I was, I think, ver;y overwhelmingly sympathetic to the New Deal In those 

thirties, radicalism among the students would be a far cry from anything 
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that you would call radicalism or activist todaye It was really liberalism 

what we would call todaye The closest we ever came to radicalism was the 

Oxford Oath of not participating in war, a pacifist pledge. But it was very 

quickly recognized by even sympathizers like myself to the Oxford Oath that 

when 1939 came we were far from pacifists. I might say when I was in college 

I did go around making speeches on disarmament because I was in many ways 

ideologically certainly a non-violent though not theologically a pacifist. 

My family as a whole were Republicans, solid, solid Iowa Republicans, 

and they voted as the grandfather shot. And I think all of my family even ..... 

tually, except my mother, all the youngsters in the family, five of them, 

all eventually voted Democratic. But they all started out as Republicans, 

and I think. my experience at Harvard unconsciously made me moderate. I had 

one faculty member tell me--when I originally went to Harvard, I thought I 

might go into the clergy. And this faculty member later became president of 

Radcliffe and said, ~'Well, Colton, you may come to Harvard eligible to be a 

Methodist bi.shop, but you won't leave one, with that eligibility. You won"t 

leave Harvard being eligible for a Methodist bishop." He says, uThere's only 

one bishop in the Methodist Church who, I believe,was a Harvard man." He says, 

"It's a rare phenomena." 

But radicalism was nothing like the Wobblies. The closest I ever came to 

meeting a Communist, I was hitchhiking one time, I forget when in my college 

year. I think I was either going down to New Haven or New York hitchhiking. 

I got picked up by a guy who I was hardly aware that he was a Communist. But 

he was giving me the Communist sales pitch. We did have one boy in the Depart
at Harvard 

ment of Philosophr/who was an avowed Communist, and yet he was an active member 
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of our students' church group in the evening. We used to outdraw the morn

ing congregation with our student program, and the pattern of that, the times 

were such that we invited him one time to speak in the evening program on his 

Marxist dialectical analysis. This same type of a program may have had some 

psychological influence because we did have people like Reinhold Niebuhr come 

and speak to us. And we had Dean Brown at Yale in the Theological School, a 

magnificent pulpiteer, just absolutely brilliant speaker. And we had a very 

famous Methodist preacher out in the Midwest at Evanston, and I can't recall 

his name. But all these bigwigs who would visit Cambridge to speak at the 

chapel, we usually tried to get them in the evening and usually we did. 

It was obviously a very liberal group. We had a pastor there at the 

church who was so convinced in 1935 that the world was sliding into world war 

that he resigned his pastorate to devote himself to the pacifist movement, oh, 

what was it called at that time? He was so convinced that the war with America 

was just over the horizon. We all thought that he was very, very idealistic 

and was. He committed himself to an extended period of very tight rations. 

But, oh, that was just purely, I think, innoculation with liberalism, if not 

perhaps idealism rather than radicalism. 

Q: Did you use the term Hradicalism" at the time? 

KC: No,no one did. 

Q: That's just subsequently? 

KC: I would never use the word "radicalism." We never thought of ourselves as 

radicals. We were systems people who wanted change within the system and 

this basically was what we identified with Roosevelt. I think political 

influence may come almost by osmosis. The Secretary of Agriculture in FDR's 
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cabinet, his first two cabinets, was Henry Wallace of Iowa of the Wallace 

farmer in the homestead. And Henry Wallace, I knew him only very briefly 

as a youngster in high school. Des Moines was a very magnificent place to 

grow up because it was small enough. You knew everybody that counted. You 

knew everybody that counted, and they 'knew you"If you got out from behind the 

tree and showed yourself, the people that counted knew. I mean, it was a 

reciprocal relationship. 

Well, everybody knew Henry Wallace. The church I went to in Des Moines 

as a member actually when they built the new church, they built on Henry 
had 

Wallace's father's homestead~ So we/a sympatico for the family. Well, the 

point is that Henry Wallace was an idealist, and one of the interesting 

articles on Henry Wallace that I've ever read appeared in the New York Times 

in the year in which he took office and described him and I think the phrase 

is halfway correct. And I've always remembered it because we had quite a 

strong liking for Henry Wallace. "The man with stars in his hair, calluses 
and 

on his hands, and mud on his boots~ a combination of idealis~/ hard-working, 

pragmatic realist~" It was interesting in another way because one of my most 

learned of all my Japanese friends years later was very much attracted to 

Henry Wallace. And when Henry was running in 1948, this was Shiggie, Shiggi.e 

asked me what I projected as to Henry Wallace·s future. And he was shocked, 

absolutely shocked, when I told him r didn't think he had a ghost of a chance. that 

Ustars in the hair~ calluses on the hand, mud on the boots" appealed to Shiggy" 

and if he had been in the States, he would have campaigned hard for Henry 

Wallace and would have suffered the disappointment that attracted him" 

Henry Wallace was nominated of course as vice president in 1940, and I WaS 
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working in this Iowa Department of History and Archives and like a dutiful 

public citizen, I went to Henry Wallace's acceptance speech as vice president 

in Des Moines. He was the most synthetic thing you'd ever seen in your life, 

of course, because Henry Wallace doesn't exude charisma. He writes well, but 

he's a halting speaker and he has a tendency that many logicians have of over

stating a reality and he at that time overstated reality. And the synthetic 

character of the cornstalks going up and down the aisles that showed .enthus

iasm had the reverse effect on at least one member of that audience. 

But let me, just touching on these things, it's interesting, yes. You 

question what your political molds were because you very rarely sit down and 

consciously bring these things together. But actually, these all were parts 

of a jigsaw and actually I was aware of it when I was in Tokyo. I think also 

what made it useful in part in Tokyo, our family went through the wringer in 

the 1920's. My dad had an electrical supply firm went bankrupt, and our family 

really took a licking. We knew exactly how many feathers were in the Indian's 

headdress, not on nickels but on pennies. And I think that helped to give us, 

I think, a sense of sympatico at least for the underdog and made us react 

sympathetically to Roosevelt. And also when you got to Japan, you met people 

who were really hard up, and as you know,that terminology of the postwar period 

in Japan, the lIonionskin" where you peeled off one layer of clothes and sold it 

on th.e used clothes market to keep yourself alive. And at the same time you 

cried a bit. I mean, you had a background that you could sympathize with it. 

I think my mother was an extremely avid reader and we were very deeply 

immersed in history. She loved history and did an awful lot of reading. 

She lost her eyesight in her latter years, but if you ever wanted to stir my 
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mother, you could her to you didn't know, either in 

history or American history. And I think my brother and I just grew up in that 

pattern of the world was our oyster in the sense that the American system was 

our society. It was ours, there was no question about ita It was ours, it 

was part of the oxygen. 

Q: Were you very politically conscious as to the rest of the world when you were 

there doing your job in Iowa? Were you for example shocked when Pearl Harbor 

occurred? Do you remember where you first heard about it? 

KC: Oh, yes. That shocked me because I was shocked.. I was aware that LSabur!;!/ Kurusu 

had come to Washington,and T had seen this in the headlines. The Des Moines Register 

was then one of the 10 or 15 best newspapers in the country. And it had an 

international outlook, had an awfully good series of editors. And they, I 

think, deliberately included extra dosages of international affairs. Of course 

this happened on Sunday, and I can remember that afternoon I went over to the 

Historical Department. And in those days we rode the trolley cars because 

our family didn·t have a car. And I forget the reason I had to go, maybe 

get something ready for the printer" But I was shocked by looking across 

the aisle of the streetcar and mentally thinking, "The people over there 

are not aware o~ what's. happened, the importance of it." And I was shocked 

with the fact that people were not more distraught because it seemed to me 

immediately to be something of great portent. I actually was sympathetic 

to the support o,t Great Britain. I would have been actively supporting 

ear.ly entry into th.e war in support of the United Kingdom. And some of my 

friends~ we did deliberately buy bicycles to save gasoline and all that sort 

of thing. We bicycled back and forth to work, and we used to have games where 
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if you were in a blackout and you had to go into a shelter, what things would 

you take with you at all costs? This was even before Pearl Harbor. 

But Pearl Harbor left me, this of course was 1941 and the draft had been 

instituted. There were two of us at home. I had an older brother and myself. 

And at one time both of us were called to the Draft Board at the same time. 

That left my mother absolutely helpless, and so we got a deferment for my 

other brother and then when the draft came up again, I went. My other brother 

did not get called. We had some unpleasantness. 

Q: Could you tell me something about your wartime experience, where you served? 

KC: Very unexceptional one. It annoyed me a great deal. I remained throughout 

the war as an enlisted status, and it did irk me a bit that I didn't get to 

OCS {Officer Candidate School/. It irked me in part because I think the value 
at 

of QCS, if you look at it--I looke~/ it in two ways. One, yes, in the service 

of the war, but secondly, you learn to command by commanding. You learn to 

organize by organizing. You learn to take responsibility by giving respons,i-

bility or accepting responsibility. And I think this is what an officer rank 

might have contributed. I think it might have contributed perhaps in some 

directions I might have taken later, but I found in Japan that the Japanese 

were--I think, in. one sense, {General Dougla~/ MacArthur did the right thing, 

almost out of necessity. Those who remained in Japan after finishing their 

military service because civilian clothes were not available, they remained 

in military uniform. And those of us like myself who followed that path, we 

immediately were expected to wear officers' uniforms without epaulets or 

anything else like that. And I remember Mrs. Kotto, an old baroness, asking 

John and I one time--they were always curious as to what rank you were because 
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that meant the status you hade And John's was absolutely brilliant. 

He smiled very sweetly at Mrs. Kotto and said, l1you know, Mrs. Kotto, all 

my military service I never rose above the rank of a colonel." Yet he was 

a sergeant. And she knew exactly that he was slapping her wrist gently. 

But I never told the Japanese my military background for that reason, and 

actually it made no difference whatsoever in the occupation period. 

There was a little snobbery in the occupation among the civilians, that 

anyone who had a Ph.D. always put ·Dr. So-and-So on his name plate. Where I 

grew up in the Middle West before the war, no one paraded his doctorate. No 

one asked or insisted to be called "Dr." or "Professor,Ji and it riled me. So 

I developed a little habit of introducing everybody around me in the occupation, 

I always introduced any civilian, I always introduced him by calling him "Dr." 

You know, if they protested I'd say, "I've just given you an honorary." 

END SIDE I, CONTINUED ON SIDE II 

. • . as doctors because the military were. so darned snobbish. Many of them 
only 

hadl a modes.t education and they assumed th.at a doctor had to be brilliant and 

had to be an expert. So I remember one guy, David Sills, I introduced him to 

one of; qur colonels ~ Dayid came to me and wanted to get some classif;ted infor,-

mation out of; our G2 files. Dave was in ClandE {Civilian Information and 

Education/, sociology, and I introduced him to Colonel Orell as "Dr .. Sills,," 

And the red carpet was opened, laid down for him. He got everything he 

wanted, excellent cooperation, so from that time on everybody was a doctor. 

Q: Now that you tve mentioned Japan, could you tell us how it was that you happened 

to arrive in Japan in th.e occupation period? 
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KC: I was with the Signal Corps outfit, and we were down in New Guinea and we 

came from New Guinea to the Philippines. From the Philippines we arrived in 

Japan We landed off the coast of Wakayama and drove into Kyoto. My first 

base was in Kyoto and I broke a toe the first night I was in Kyoto. Then later 

my outfit moved to Nagoya, and while they were in Nagoya I went up to Tokyo 

because I was determined not to go back to this Annals of Iowa. It was, once 

you've seen the world, Iowa looked like a pretty small slice of land. So I 

went to Tokyo and got a discharge. 

Q; Could I ask you what time it was that you first arrived in Japan? Was it 

very, very early in the occupation period? 

KC: Not as early. '.M;acArthur, of course, got there in September. I think we came 

in the end of October or the first of November, I forget now exactly which. 

I think it was the first of November. I had assiduously studied the Japanese 

phrase book. the Army had distributed,all the way from the Philippines by boat 

to Japan, and I can remember the phrases I learned, "How far is it from here 

to Tokyo?" and so forth. And there were a couple of Japanese peasants on the 

beach, and with my phrase book in my hand, I asked them that. And they didn~t 

understand. Oh, I was shocked! It was perfectly good Japanese. Why didn't 

they understand it? But it must have been about the first of November. 

Nagoya was the plastered city. I can remember going into the big department 

store there in Nagoya after I got out of the hospital. And I could walk from 

my office across maybe about four or five blocks, almost straight on a diagonal, 

through brick-strewn rubble. And in that department store I bought a wooden 

carving of Ojisan Obasan, and as I can recall, it was about the only item on 

sale on the shelf e 1\18.0 in Kyoto when I first got out of the hospital, I went 
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to one of the bookstores in Kyoto, purely by accident walking down the street 

and turned into it. And I was encountered by a Japanese who spoke to me in 

English, asked me some little stupid question. But I was surprised that he 

spoke to me in English. But at that time I bought a Japanese picture book 

because I liked the pictures. When I got back to my office and I showed it to 

a Japanese assistant we had, found I'd bought The Forty-Seven Ronin. And he 

was terribly impressed that I had judiciously selected this. So we got along 

handsomely thereafter. Let's see, I must have had my discharge. I got my 

discharge, I think, in either December 1945. I think it was actually dated 

the first week in January 1946, and I was determined I was going to stay in 

Japan. My real interest,in a curious way I felt that Asia was terrifically 

important. I was aware, at least almost in a nerVOUR sense of the term 

rather than any cognitive sense that Asia was important or going to be impor

tant and growingly important. So I was interested in preparing myself to 

do editorial writing when I went back to the States. And I wanted to spend 

about nine months or a year in Japan to really see the elephants up front. 

And then I wanted to go back stateside and offer my services to any good 

reputable newspaper at a fancy price, of course. 

So I took my discharge. I remember in Kyoto before I went to Tokyo, I 

talked to a chap by the name of Hessel Tilton. No, it wasn't Hessel Tilton. 

It was a German missionary---I'll think of his name maybe later--who I found. 

I think as I recall he told me that he was working rather close with some of 

the American intelligence officers. And I can remember him telling me that 

Japanese friends are something that you can count on the fingers of one hand 
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and that your true friends will be few. You'll have many acquaintances, 

but you'll have very few true friends. This sort of skepticism was rather 

interesting to me. This was before I went to Tokyo hunting for a job. 

I went up to Tokyo before I finally got my discharge, to locate a job, 

and I was a babe in the woods. I hardly knew anything about the occupation, 

and I spent the first night in the Finance Building, which was a GI quarters 

dormitory at the time. And I remember the shock of seeing the Imperial 

Moat only about a couple of blocks away. The next morning I shopped around. 

I talked to some people in CIandE. I hardly knew what it was, but I 

remember talking to a chap in the Publications Section who was telling me 

that any time he wanted to see a cabinet member, he got on the phone and 

the cabinet member came to see him. And I thought this was high-level 0+ 

arrogance. I thought it was the--it was a captain, and he had no grounds 

whatsoever for being qualified to lift the phone and beckon his finger. 

They were interested in my doing something in content analysis of news

papers, and that didn't appeal to me. That was a bookkeeper coin-counting 

type of an operation that had no appeal to me. Let's see, where else did I go? 

Oh" I think i.t was somebody I met in Tokyo said, "You ought to go to CIS. 

And T said, J"What in the Sam Hill is CIS?" 

HOh, thatls Civil Intelligence Section. u And I can remember I found out 

its headquarters were in the Dai-Ichi Building. Their offices were on the 

first floor, and I went in one morning about, it must have been eight o'clock, 

and the personnel officer wasn't in yet. So I waited. He came in about five 

minutes later, and he, talked to me for a few minutes. He said, "Well, I think 

you ought to go up to the Research and Analysis Section, Rand A. They might 

I! 
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be interested. Yl 

So I went up to the R and A Section, and the guy in charge was a chap 

named Bob Gump of the CalifO';n:uaaSan Francisco Gumps. He was a bluff, off

hand character, and I can remember his asking background very deep probing 

questions. The perfect example is what I'm going to say, and this is about 

all the questions that were asked. "Well, Mr. Colton, what do you know about 

Japanese politics?" 

ttWell, all I know really is what I've been reading in the papers." 

"Well, what do you think?" 

I said, "Well, the Liberal Party is. not liberal and the Conservative 

Party is not conservative. i.1 

About his next question was, "Well, Mr~ Colton~ when could you come to 

work for us?" And I think in one sense this was symbolical of what was true 

of many of the working level of th.e occupation that we had_ I used to say 

the biggest equipment we had in arriving on scene in SCAP {Supreme Commander 

Allied Power;s./ was our bag of ignorance.~ We were absolutely, totally ignorant ~ 

At that time 1 could not have told you the difference between a Japanese family 

name and his given name, and I didn 1 t know which came fir?t, for sure" But Bob 

Gump asked me, "Well, we·ve got two sides of the coin here. You might be 

inter;ested in following political parties." 

I liked that. I s.aid, "Yes. ~I 

And he said, "What would you like to concentrate on?" 

I said, tlWell, since I think I'm liberal, I would rather concentrate on 

the conser;vatives because then I can be more objective and critical~H So 

this is. where I started out. 
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Before we learn more about your j I wondered if I could go back a little 

bit. It is fascinating to me that you were in Nagoya and Kyoto. Kyoto was 
if you 

relatively untouched by American bombers. I wondered/have some other impres-

sions about what Kyoto was like when you first saw it' in Nagoya and then how 

it compared with Tokyo when you first went to Tokyo? 

KC: I have to say that in your question perhaps causes me to correct a mistake 

I may have made. I broke my toes in Kyoto, and I was in the hospital in 

Kyoto for two weeks or so, and in the meantime my outfit had moved to Nagoya. 

I saw very little of Kyoto except on one or two sorties outside the hospital. 

But I was quite surprised when I went to this bookshop where I bought The 

Forty-Seven Ronin at the fact that Kyoto was not distressed in any physical 

way. I remember hearing the clatter of getta from my hospital window. At 

first it sounded like people were clapping boards, and I remember being almost 

awakened by the sound as apparently the staff came in in the morning and look-

ing out to see it was only people, 

But when I got to Nagoya things were vastly in contrast. I mean~ Nagoya 

was a battered city. I can remember seeing a Japanese electrician caught in the 
presumably 

wires. electrocuted in my first week there.Jeither because of deterioration of 

the equipment that he worked with or that he worked on or inexperience, training. 

This wa,S a startle shock. I can remember in January, I guess it was, in Nagoya, 

we had an early snow and slush, and I can remember seeing Japanese women walk 

down the streets in the open getta with bare feet in that slush and their feet 

to the toes were almost blue. This was a shock. I can remember seeing, it 

was in that first January period, the first January festival, a week of Japan. 
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I remember being surprised by the battledore boards and the brightly colored 

kimonos. But I never encountered a single incidence of grumpiness or of hos

tility. The Americans never, we just didn't expect it. 

Tokyo was sort of remindful of Nagoya but ~ere our office in Nagoya was 

located, it was, gee, you just looked across blocks and blocks, the typical 

story that reporters filed. In Tokyo the thing that stood out was the first 

evening I arrived in the Tokyo Eki . ~nd looking up and seeing the girders 

under blue sky, starlit sky, battered. We were impressed by the fact that 

so many of the Japanese buildings had that artificial granite block, and we 

used to be very satirical about that imitativeness, that artificiality_ In 

the early days, I think we looked upon this as typical of the Japanese society. 

It was a veneer of modernization. It was a veneer of industrialization. It 

was a veneer of power. 

In the Philippines we talked to a.number of the Filipinos and of course 

they were all guerrillas that you talked to", Everyone was a guerrilla in the 

Philippines, no matter what they really were. But they were talking about the 

Japanese lacking motor power and relying upon pulling the old two-wh.eeled carts. 

And it occurred to me in' Tokyo, very early on, that the Japanese counted on 

that as an asset in many ways, as well as being partially a liability because 

the United States was a prisoner of its mechanization. It was a prisoner of 

its reliance upon POL, petroleum oil lubrication. The Korean War proved that 

in 1950 and in 1945 in Tokyo the drabness, the belt-tightening aspect, was 

prevalent. 

I brought up a very small kitten cat from the Philippines to give to a 

WAC lWomen~s Army Corps/ who had had to leave it in the Philippines And I 
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finally found her and I gave the cat to her. But the story went around that 

if they weren't in the right hands, cats became fur muffs and candidates for 

the soup pot very early on. 

I think the forays out into the countryside was a common factor. Of 

course there was, the police were trying to keep the people from going to 

the countryside because of the price control of rationing. I think there was 

no question but what anyone who has analyzed the Japanese economy will recognize, 
that 

at least what we felt, at' the timeL/the high price of rice out in the country-

side plus the SCAP business of the farm reform really broke the back of the 

power of the landed gentry, so to speak. We had a great deal of sympathy for 

the farmers and we had a great deal of sympathy for the people going in their 

rucksacks out to the countryside. I knew a number of daughters of well-to-do 

families who had gone out. That was part of their weekend job was to go out 

rucksacking to find rice. 

In one sense Tokyo did not seem as badly devastated as it might have 

because around the Imperial Palace where most of the offices were, the build-

ings were not badly damaged. One of my early visits to the Diet Building, I 

remember talking to somebody in the House of Councilors. I guess it was the 

Chief Clerk of then the House of Peers" They were telling me that there was 

only one bomb that hit the Diet Building during the war, and that was just on 

the corner of the Diet Building. And they explained that they felt that this 

bomb was not meant for the Diet Building. They gave the Americans great credit. 

They said it was probably meant for the German Embassy across the street, and 

that had been demolished And the only thing left, I think, was the statue of 

Bismarck, and they thought the Americans had done it deliberately. They thought 
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the Americans had left the Dai-Ichi Building because they 

planned on using it as a headquarters And in those days all Americans 

were 10 feet tall If you made a mistake, it was deliberate. You never 

did anything by carelessness. It was always calculated, and the Americans 

who came up from the south and the Philippines, from the battle areas, they 

were really modest, by and large, very modest. There was a sharp distinction 

between the character of the individual who came later, who was recruited 

from the stateside. He frequently was much more arrogant, much more the 

American ghettoist. The guy who came up in the Army from the ranks, he was 
much 

much friendlier, he wa.e.,./less imposing, he was les.s likely to lower the boom 

on the Japanese because they were defeated. 

But the impression one had of the first nights in Tokyo, I remember I 

went to the American Veterans Committee meeting. I was really headed to catch 

a train to go back to Nagoya, and I had caught the subway, taken a subway down 

to the Tokyo Eki. And as I was going down the subway I saw a poster, a GI 

American poster for American Vet Committee. There was going to be a speaker. 
~, -, 

Nozaka San~o was going; to speak. And let's see, that good old Socialist, 
(J 

/Ko~aktchil Matsuoka, the goocf conservative Labor leader and Iazawa were going 

to speak. Those names didn't mean anything to me. So in the few minutes it 

took to get from the subway to Tokyo Eki I said, "Well, I'm going to that 

meeting." So I went to that meeting in the Dai-Ichi Building, and the im-

pression that stood out, of course, was, there was a guy named Dick Louderbecker, 

I think his name was, who was the Time reporter who died shortly thereafter. 

Held already written a short book on the war. And one of the questions at 
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the meeting was on sharing the A bomb with the Russian Allies. And this 

reporter felt this was the proper thing to do, to show you had confidence. 

You get confidence by showing confidence. No vote was taken s but there ~as a 

rather, a general sentiment in that feeling. Nos:aka spoke, and he spoke in 

English, as I recall. And he was impressive because he was poised, obviously a 

highly intellectual, intelligent being. Iazawa spoke, he being a Quaker, Iazawa 

He gave the impression of being too unctuous. He, I think, complimented 

the Americans too much, and Matsuoka was a rather bluff, gruff individual who 

did not impres.s. by his intellectual brilliance, but more by his bluff, blue-

collar type of honesty. I got to know all these guys. later, and I think my 

first impressions were really quite accurate. 

Nozaka had just come back from China, and of course, as you know, his 

appeal on arriving that the Communists should be a party to be loved, and he 

was a tremendous force. I got to know him really quite well later, but what 
this 

I wanted to say, iE:/ early pattern of the American personnel, there was. an 

interesting--speaking of Nos'aka reminds me of the Communist Party. 

Early on, it may have been in the end of January or the first of February, 

the Communist Party had, he was their first postwar Party Congressman. And 

one of our colleagues from the R and A Section, Research and Analysis Section 

of CIS, Civil Intelligence Section, had been assigned to go to the Communist 

Party Congres.s. He came back quite full of enthusiasm, as anyone would have 

been to see this, and I was asked to go along with him the next day. And I 

remember being startled when we got there that this chap--this was Carl Landy, 

who is now at the University of Kansas.. But Carl had done his language work, 

either at Snelling or Presidio, and his Japanese was halting and far from 
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or fluent. But he was earnest and he was eager beaver. I was shocked 

when he told me that he expected to be on the platform because he had been in-

vited to sit on the platform yesterday. So he asked me to sit on the platform 

with him. Well, in my naivete, in essence, I did. I sat with him on the plat-

form and I became quite uneasy because it was quite clear that we were there as 

show pieces and we were there to identify the fact that the occupation was not 

hostile but was sympathetic. I remember meeting Shigeru Yoshida there.He had on 

a gray turtleneck sweater, full of energy, obviously a man of obvious competence. 
the 

And I met the head oi/woman v s section of the Communist Party, a Mrs. Miamoto. 

And I don't recall meeting No~aka at that time. 

But I remember my first report actually. I think this was my first report. 

I reported that the women's party--the women's section was really getting well 

organized, and they were expected to make some significant gains. And there 

was more than just a paper movement there. But I also reported that I felt 

that no occupation personnel should ever sit on a platform with any political 

movement. And I was not anti-Communist ( but I felt this was absolutely no 
) 

place. And from that time on the order went out that nobody did. But this is 

another way of saying that we were basically politically naive~ I don't think 

I was the oldest person in our R and A Section, but I was far from being the 

youngest. And I think at that time I was maybe about 29, something like that. 

This shows we were really, we were full of good will, but that~s it. 

Nosaka was a man of very astute sense of timing Later on I remember I 

had my picture, '. very calculated to h.ave my picture taken with Nosaka at the 

Party headquarters. We used to call it Yoyogi Palace, and I had it deliberately 
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not in a slide, but in one of these finished papers because I wanted to go 

back to the States by way of Siberia. The Iron Curtain had already descended, 

and I felt if I had a picture. of me with No§aka it would help me get a visa. 

I never did go back to Siberia, but I mean, we were playing games. And this 

was part of it. 

But NOlilaka was a man who--Ithink his position in 1946, "the party to 

be loved," was his basic philosophical position because he came back to that 

position in late 1949. And was it August or September he made a statement 

again--I believe it was at a Party Congress--that the Party could achieve 

power through the parliamentary process. Well, it was that following February 

that the Communist Party in Japan was split by Cominform criticism, and No~aka 

had his shins kicked. The Party split, but before that I used to see Nos.aka, 

occasionally he used to come to the office. We had a little small cubby stall 

built in the first floor of the Dai-Ichi Building. There were two stalls 

about as big as a telephone booth, maybe twice the size of a telephone booth, 

but it had privacy 0 And we used to do our interviews there. John and I and 

three or four others. used to do most of the interviewing. The R and A, we had 

a license to do interviewing, at least we developed our license. We did not 

depend upon CIS reports coming in. We went out and developed our information. 

Q: Could you tell me a little bit more about your, the organization of your job, 

the R and A unit, the number of people, who was your boss, and the relation

ship to {Major General Charle~./ Willoughby? 

KC: Well, you see originally R and A Section was a very small section actually. 

We were on the mezzanine floor of the Dai-Ichi Building and right in the front. 

So wh.en MacArthur came in the morning and in the af ternoon or departed, the 
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h h · ddt all that hl' S ~rHooper Japanese used to congregate to watc 1m, an we use 0 c 

rating." And we felt that MacArthur deliberately timed his arrivals and 

departures at the time the Japanese would be available. We thought it was 

stunting on his part, and I would say it probably was. 

The R and A Section had a staff that put out a weekly. 

END TAPE I, BEGIN TAPE II 

In the weekly section there must have been perhaps maybe about three officers, 
so-called 

two enlisted men plus a typist., And those of us in th.§/analysis side, Research 

and Analysis side, there were about five. It developed that they were primarily 
on 

assigned to given parties In my case~the conservative side, I just sort of 

preempted the Liberal Party and the Shimbuto as my bailiwick. We had a 

librarian, Fukuda. Nomi was one of our librarians. And we had two Navy 

girls who were also--they worked in the library, come to think of it. It was 

a small staff. 

John and I had--I guess we were--oh, Carl Landy, and then there was a 

major who got his demobilization in Japan. All the rest of us I think were 

enlisted personnel, and he was the dumbest of the lot. And he very quickly 

showed the artificiality of ranks because when he had his oak leaves on, he 

was important. When he didn't have his oak leaves on, he had to produce, 

and his production was not adequate. And he was quickly identified as the 

lowman on our totem pole. Noonan, his last name was Noonan, decent guy 

but not very brilliant. I think I must have used the interview booths down 

there more than anybody else. We had to make our original acquaintance 

through the li.aison office, the old foreign office. And I think they wanted 

to keep this through this route so they would know who were talking to. From 
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the Japanese point of view, they would like to know who we were to. 

But quickly this was nonsense, so you developed your own telephone lists and 

you never bothered with the JLO L~apanese Liaison Offic~/ any more than you 

had to. And the fact that you didn't have to increased your prestige and 

people began deferring to you because you knew a lot of people. And the more 

people you knew, the better to meet other people. It was a very interesting 

game because the Japanese society very quickly I assumed was on a series of 

pancake layers. And anybody on a particular circle, if you knew one guy, you 

could quickly round up the rest of them. And there was always one or more 

linkages between the upper and the lower levels, and you had to identify your 

link man. Then you could move up or down, and it was an extremely interesting 

game of playing call it "intellectual chess" or whatever you call it. It was 

very fine, stimulating work. 

Also on the Japanese side there were people we used to call "information 

brokers," and their function was to be the liaison between Japanese and the 

Americanums. And usually these were people who could speak English. These 

people, they did it for a living because this was really like moonlighting 

or when jobs weren't available. They earned their, they got their money from 

the Japanese, not from the Americans, and these people you could identify. 

But after a while you didntt like to deal with, these people because these 

people, the Japanese never felt they were a hundred percent kosher. Shiggy 

one time told me something live never forgotten. We were talking about this 

type of a person, and Shiggy in one sense could be defined as one of these 

brokers, but Shiggy never sold himself~ He never put himself for sale, and 

this. is whY,' he had my respect. He was a Japanese interested in really a 
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a structural reform of Japan, a conservative who wanted to promote a rational 

reform of Japanese society. And therefore he was available. He probably was 

the most intelligent Japanese I ever knew, I mean no question. 

Q: Could you identify Shige a little bit? 

KC: This is Matsumoto. 

Q: Shigeharu? 

KC: Shigeharu. At that time, when I first met him, he was a pur gee because he had 

been connected with the Domei Press.. He had started organizing, launching an 

evening newspaper, and then this purge put him out of that business.. And he 

was scraping along and doing a little bit odd jobs and this sort of thing. 

But he was absolutely a brilliant man. 

One thing about this, if you had to go out, one thing we tried to avoid 

going through the JLO because if you went to the JLO, they usually would try 

to proVide their interpreter. This would be a foreign service man, and if 

you're dealing with a a Japanese who is the interpreter for the man coming, 

he is going to be your editor. He's going to be your censor on both sides of 

the line, so you tried to avoid it. I don't think too many people recognized 

that early enough. We relied primarily upon GI's and nisei, and I found that 

the Japanese, by and large, did not have a very high regard or respect for the 

nisei. They felt the nisei were those who had left Japan because they couldn't 

hack it. And Shiggy on the other side said that those who were fluent in 

English or a second language, to the old traditional Japanese he--I don't 

think Shiggy used this phrase, but it's like the old sociologist once said, 

~'Beware o;e the man who speaks two languages.. He -s a rascal because he can 

speak a language you don't know." And they felt that the man who could speak 
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English had to become to some degree less than a hundred percent Japanese 

in order to command English. There was that element of dis.trust We could 

see this in Japan, the difference between a silver and a gold education" One 

of the complaints of the American-educated Japanese was that returning to 

Japan he got less salary for the same job as someone who was educated in the 

Japanese schools, Kao, Todai, or what have you. 

But what I started to say is that the Americans who came over trained 

in the Army Language School, with very rare exceptions, were only modestly 

proficient. There were about three different centers: Snelling, Presidio, 

and Boulder And probably Presidio did the better job, Boulder least, and 

Snelling we felt was inadequate. Snelling was where many of the nisei had 

gone, and nisei had a good ground to start with. I thought the Japanese were 

very tolerant of the linguistic inadequacies. And Nishio , the 

Socialist, I had a great respect for Nishio as an individual. I thought he 

was a very human person. One of the marks that impressed me, I had an in

terpre.ter with me, a nisei. We were talking .to Nishio in his office in the 

and this guy, it was about the first time he'd been on an interview 

like this. And he was so nerVOus he was sort of salivating at the mouth. And 

Nishio was so kind to him, so patient with him, helped him allover the 

This guy was really very, very emotionally appreciative of this because he 

could have been damned tough on him. 

Mr. Colton, I-m very curious about General Willoughby and CIS. Could you 

tell me how CIS happened to come under his control? 

KC: Well, I can give you not a firsthand comment but I joined CIS in January 

1946. At that time Eliot Thorpe, the former hea.d of CIS, the Civil Intel-

ligence Section, had already de.parted And CIS had been absorbed by G2 
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under General Eliot had been in the game 

down in the Philippines. Willoughby of course was MacArthur's G2 down in 

the island areas. There was a constant friction between Eliot Thorpe and 

Willoughby over what were the boundary lines in their intelligence operations. 

Looking at the occupation into a defeated country, I suppose almost any element 

of dissent could be called a possible threat to military security. At the same 

time Eliot Thorpe would have considerable sensitivity to the fact that the 

civilian problems were really in a non-military domain until they became a 

threat of violence. 

Eliot Thorpe's relief of his CIS status, the independent status of the 

CIS, at least the rumor that circulated when I joined it in January 1946, 

was that Eli.ot Thorpe was a good man.Th~y all liked him. He had a very fine 

support of the 'people who knew him when I joined them. The morale was awfully 

high, and they feared coming under Willoughby because they thought it would 

be impossible to maintain that rapport which Thorpe had. Thorpe was reported 

to have lost out to Willoughby because Willoughby was able to pick up the nit 

and the gritty, like the timing of a report or the coverage of a report, the 

peccadillo of administrative red tape. A military man tends to be very good 

at tha,t because his life, he rises and falls by the red tape the Army rigged. 

And Thorpe was relieved, at least the report was, on that account. 

Well, Willoughby worked with our CIS section through his Colonel Rufus 

Bratton. Bratton, his offices were on the alcove mezzanine level of the 

Dai-Tchi Building~~ He had a very fine sense of humor. Everybody liked him. 

He was a very calm, pIa c i d, yet very husky man. But he had to have a 

saving sense of humor. The guy would have either gone, had ulcers or gone up 
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the wall because he was the oldest living colonel. He was the only colonel 

in the American Army who entered the war in 1941 as a colonel in rank and 

was remaining at the end at that colonel rank. We early learned that this 
by 

wa.§../direct order of George Marshall that this man who had failed to find him 

on that famous Sunday, he was never to get promoted. And in many ways 

Bratton had seniority over Willoughby, but Willoughby at that time was a 

major general. He was a brevet major general. He had two stars but was not 

entitled as a permanent rank to two stars. 

Willoughby, everybody knew that his real name was of German extraction 

and he had that rough Prussian manner wl).d~ch,-he was aloof, he didn't have 

that personal touch that people associated with the old CIS. I can remember 

the first time I saw Willoughby was at I think it was the first inauguration 

of the postwar Diet after January 1946 when the Emperor had doffed his 

religious hat. The Diet came to session again in January 1946,and some of us 

who were eager beaver bumpkins from the cornfields went to the Diet to attend 

the opening. We were sitting in the balcony and General Willoughby was there 

in the front row. This was the time when the Emperor attended. He was then 

wearing his court uniform, and he walked with stiff, jerky motions to his 

knees. And we called the Emperor Charlie McCarthy because he had this Edgar 

Bergen-Charlie HcCarthy-Pinocchio manner of walking. And it was believed at 

the time, reported as due to his father being crsyphilitic extraction and 

that this had passed on to Hirohito through the bloodstream. 

Well anyway, Willoughby was there sitting in the front row, and when 

the Emperor--yes, I guess the Emperor came in and everybody was supposed 

to stand. And everybody down below, the Japanese Diet members, the 
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were standing with their heads bowed. And the only people who did not have 

their heads bowed--oh, this had to be in April. It had to be in April 1946 

after the new election because there were some Communists that we were look

ing for. And we didn't see any Communists down below. But I think almost 

every head was bowed, the old traditional form. Well, Willoughby refused 

to stand, and I remember in our audience some of us were wondering whether 

you were to stand or sit. It's like going to a Catholic mass. If you're 

a Protestant, should you stand or sit? And half of the audience rose and 

half of them didn't. And the general assumption was that Willoughby wasn't 

going to stand for any blankety, blankety seo.b. Japanese, emperor or not. 

But Willoughby at that time, I think just exactly about that time, he 

had lost one of his stars. He was a major general during the conflict, but 

he had to revert to his more or less permanent rank, I guess it would be. 

And that was a B.G. This was highly offensive to Willoughby's sense of 

amour propre, and this may have--this is again the reaction of the lemmings 

down in the gutter, the lowly ranks. 

Willoughby was famous in G2 for what we called the CAW chits. His 

chits sometimes would come out on laundry lists. He had rooms in th,e 

Imperial Hotel and they had an old battered typewriter apparently there. 

And at night, for whatever reason, if an idea came to him, apparently he 

batted out a chit. And if something was very important, the type would be in 

the red. And this would be very important. And the CAW chits had to be 

answered prompt,prompt, prompt, hopefully even before the temperature had been 

reduced. These chits were sometimes ungodly in their almost hallucinati.on of 

political reality But just about the time you felt that Willoughby was 
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squirrely and the man in the white coat should come and get him, then he 

would come through with something really solid. And the man apparently, and 

I never had any personal except one personal connection with Willoughby, but 

these chits were handled on an expedite basiso 

The only time I had a personal contact with Willoughby somewhat relates 

to something else I would like to cover. And that is SCAP's relation with the 

JCP LJapanese Communist Party/, the Connnunist Party. I started out in the 

Research and Analysis Section focusing on the conservative parties because, as 

I think I indicated, I had told Bob Gump the Progressives were not progressive 

and the Liberals were not liberal. Because of certain transfer of personnel 

and so forth, in no time I began to cover the whole waterfront. Sometimes if 

T wanted to follow the conservative spoor, the political spoor of a purgee, 

or of a person who feared he was going to be purged, he would like to talk 

with the opposition and see how they evaluated him. 

The JCP, the real head at that early time was LKyuichi/ Tokuda, but 

No,saka was the brains of it. He had the sophisticated intellectual deafness. 

Let's see, by 1948, I think, the Connnunists under Nosaka, he began sending 

what I later learned, a series of notes to SCAP. There were five of them, 

and I received one of them~ And I guess one of them would have gone to 

Economics Section. I think another would have gone to Government Section. 

I don't know where the other two went. But Nosaka was very astute because 

he recognized the Iron Curtain had fallen, and I think the Japanese dated it 

in 1947. I would date it a year earlier. NORaka would send these little 

chits, usually by a courier, and when I would get them, I would send them on 

to Colonel Bratton~Rufus. And Rufus presumably would send them on up to 
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Willoughby_ And I can remember one time, it had to be, was it in 1948 or 

1949? It had to be somewhere in late :1947 _ I think of it as the early 

spring of 1949 it had to be. By that time SCAP had moved from a 60-hour 

week or whatever it was from 8:00 to 5:00 five and a half days a week. We 

worked Saturday mornings but we worked only Wednesday half day_ And I had 

a phone call one time in my hotel room, and by golly, it was General 

Willoughby. I had just sent a note from Nosaka up through Colonel Bratton, 

and I forget the nature of the note. But Willoughby was going to call me and 

ask me if I'd received this from Nosaka. And I said, "Yes, sir." And I said, 

ill forward all these to Colonel Bratto~, and there's no annotation or notes at 

all. I just forward them for your information." 

He asked me then if I had ever been to the Communist Party Headquarters. 

I said, uYes,as part of my duties. I have stopped therefrom time to time. I met 

Takuda and the rest of them." 

He said, "Well, young man, I want you to stop this. If I want to see 

the prime minister, he comes to see me. I don't go to see him. He comes to 

the headquarters when I call him. And if you want to see anybody from the 

Communist Party, they should come to the headquarters." And as I recall, he 

ordered me not to have any further contact with the Communist JCP. I think at 

that time I was the last SCAP person to have any overt contact with these 

people. I thought this was the height of stupidity. It was the reverse of 

civil intelligence. It was the reverse of political intelligence. It was 
in 

obviously/ reverse of a potential military intelligence. I felt the 

Communists had change~ their profile obviously. But in 1946 before the 
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election of 1946--this is getting away from Willoughby a bit; we'll come 

back to Willoughby--all nominations for the Japanese Cabinet of course had 

to go to SCAP for clearance. They went to Government Section, and Govern

ment Section would let the G2 know, and we would go through our files to see 

if we had any problems about these characters. Usually I was involved in, 

reported, "I know this guy" and what did I know about him. But Willoughby 

frequently, of course, would get the first preliminary inquiry. Among the 

people who were barred from a cabinet post in the Japanese Government for 

a number of years, weren't even named, let alone cleared with SCAP, was Inukai, 

young Inukai Ken. He was on the questionable list for a number of 

years. He was a member of the Diet in 1945. He was reelected in 1946. He 

was reelected in 1947. About that time the question of his purge arose. 

The question of his purge arose, was connected with the Otomi conspiracy 

episode, in China. He was very deeply involved in the--let's 

see, what did they call that operation in Shanghai? It was the Plum Blossom, 

under General--what was that general's name? I met him in the 

hospital~ 

Well anyway, !nukai knew it and one of my first operations, shall we say, 

in connection with the purge was to look into Inukai's connection with this 

So he knew it. And I got acquainted with this Japanese 

general who was in the southwest Pacific in one of the island campaigns and 

when the surrender came, he was very ill with tuberculosis. And he was brought 

back by plane to Tokyo and put in a naval hospital. I'll think of his name 

after a while, but a very remarkable individual. A number of my liberal friends 

in the Japanes.e newspaper circles, they knew that I had been to see him. 
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Apparently the grapevine is extremely fast in such matters. And they spoke 

very highly of this man. Among them was Suzuki Kenzo of the Asahi Shimbun. 

Suzuki was a good,stout, genuine liberal, I think. 

Well anyway, because of this finally, 1nukai was purged. I,nukai knew 

he was on the knife edge and this is one of the reasons why he was very 

accommodating to me. I got to know his family very well. Inukai played-

again I'm wandering here, but I recognize it. In.ukai knew he was on the knife 

edge, and many Japanese families such as lnukai, of course his father was 

prime minister. He was in the prime ministerls residence when his father 

was assassinated, and he had a childhood's. traumatic memory of this. His 

daughter and his son were converted Catholics.. His wife was a converted 

Catholic, and they had a home near Yoyogi, not Naj i& What's the name of 

that place? Anyway, it's not far from the subway train station. But he had 

a little plaque in front of his gate that indicated that there was an organ

ization, a Catholic organization, which had offices in h.is residence. And 

this was clearly in my mind a device to keep his house from being taken over 

for occupation use and res.idency. The guy was not stupid. 

Well anyway, Inukai was automatically eliminated from any consideration 

from Yoshida's first cabinet or any other cabinet. He did not enter the Jap,... 

anes.e Government until the depurge program came, began under way in 1949 and 

195Q. He became Minister of Justice, no background as a minister of justice" 

This again by a circuitous way can bring you back to the Communist Party. 

Willoughby was adamant anti-Communist. Very early on we recognized in 

SCAP tha,t there were two strong divisions, as you're very well aware of, 

between those who were taking the hard-nosed approach to avoid arty resurgence 
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of any potentiaJ revanche trend in Japan and those who were more, shall we 

say more tolerant of the coercive pressures of a wartime role of either 
I 

leaders or the public, and Willoughby belonged to the hardhat. Then there 

was the friction between G2 and Government Section. Government Section tended 

to be harder. Willoughby tended to be generous because of his anti-Communist 

line, and there was this dichotomy. And one of my functions,. I think, almost 

unconsciously, that I became sort of a bridge between G2 and Government Section 

because T knew all the personnel in Government Section$ And in R and A I had 

a channel route to Bratton and to whoever else was involved. 

And Tnukai, I think, oh, I can't say he went out of his way to cultivate 

me. But I found no difficulty in cultivating him because he felt he had a 

conduit. T used to use Tnukai, recognizing this as a means of liberal pro-

montion in the old Shimbuto and the old progressive movement. I used to bring 

him. books from time to time, and I remember I came back to the States on a 

leave in late 1946, I believe it was, and oh, I bought a number of things for 

the Inukai family. And I took a lot of photographs, ,colored slides which 
'/ :/ 

when I came back I arranged with, I think it was Kuwicki, who was Clerk of 

the House of Representatives, he was a very fine person. He came frOlJ.l Naganoken. 

Kuwicki and his staff, I thought they were very decent, competent, and basically 

liberal in their directions. There was a large conference room in the Diet 

Building just off of the chief clerk's office. And when I came back in 1947, 

I had all these slides. And I know I asked them if they would like to see 

91t)~e things about the United States, being so puffed up, you know and ego-

centric. I borrowed a screen and a projector and I spent a whole evening 

there showing the slides of the Middle West with the cornfields and granari.es 
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and the old museum I used to work with and so forth. And I showed the same 

thing for Inukai. Inukai, I'm coming again back to this round about way. 

I called on Inukai in 1950 when he was Minister of Justice, just to renew 

some acquaintances and so forth. And Inukai told me about SCAP's and the 

Japanese reaction for the Communist Party. This I'm focusing now on the 

election in 1949. The election in 1949 :came. . . • 

END SIDE I, CONTINUED ON SIDE II 

• after the fall of the Katayama Cabinet, after the Ashida Cabinet fell 

and Yoshida had returned to office. And in SCAP in Government Section, 

there was quite a bit of perturbation over how that should be handled. The. 

non-competence votes, what was it, I think it's Article 69 in the constitution 

If there was a non-competence vote passed, did the prime minister have a 

mandate, a compulsion to dissolve the cabinet, or could he take it under 

advisement? Government Section was quite opposed to Yoshida coming i.nto 

the Cabinet. This reflected their liberalism, and I think they were 

basically biased in favor of something which was much more middle-of-the-road 

than Yoshida. Yoshida was already known as shiro t~bi, a white tob;i, and was 

very aloof. 

In the elections of 1949, they came in January, SCAP was very much con

cerned with how essentially the failure of the Katayama Cabinet and essentially 

the failure of the Yoshida Cabinet, how this was going to be reflected in the 

votes. I might like to come back to that again some other time. 

But coming back to the Communists issue, when the election was called 

and was scheduled for about the 23rd of January, the issue was raised at how 

much could a newspaper engage in partisan support of candidates. How about 
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a party newspaper? At one time SCAP, and I can't remember the name of the 

guy. It was one of the number 2, number 3 henchmen in the Government Section, 

a very capable guy. He had earlier issued an edict that the Communist Party 

could not publish photographs or biographies of its own candidates. The 

Communist Party had a technique of nominating only one candidate per election. 

It was purely for growth purposes and advertising. And under considerable 

protest--this is one thing to the credit of SCAP--when the issue was raised 

to them about the freedom of the press, the right of individual expression, 

could they deny a political newspaper the right to publish biographies and 

photographs of their candidates, they recognized they had no right. And so 

they permitted the Akahari to continue this distribution and publications 

At the same time, in January 1949, there was a great pressure of the 

Communist Party because of the weakness of the previous governments and 

because of Yoshida's reputation as--we thought of him as an ultra-conservative, 

not as a moderate conservative, but as an ultra-conservative. They felt that 

that was a good game to play here in hitting him hard and rallying the other 

elements. And there was a very strong push for a united front. This was 

interesting to me because in SCAP's administration in G2, there was a chap 

who wrote a daily page of political intelligence. This was edited and pro

duced by a Major David Tait. He had two young lieutenants working for him. 

Both of them you may know. One of them was Ulrich Strauss and the other was 

Tom Shoesmith, and they worked for David Tait. Tait in his weekly column 

was talking about this pressure for a united front, and I got involved in it 

because I used to maintain a liaison because of my interviews and my contact 

with. the Japanese parties, with the Diet. Tait didn't go out, and his 
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lieutenants didn't go out one. I was the guy who was out, 

so I used to feed information to him. I used to give him verbal memoranda. 

Tait had a good connection with the ~ess, with the American correspondents. 

But his column, I didn't realize it at the time but I was reminded by one of 

these lieutenants later that he had written a column about a united front 

being formed, and I protested. I said, "This is not a united front. A united 

front is when you had a joint political campaign and a distribution of candi

dates and a program. You're both working the same side of the street. What 

you have here is the Communists appealing for a joint front, but there was an 

independent campaign. 1i The real game was trying to predict the growth of the 

Communist Party. 

I had had contact with--this guy was one of the secretaries to Prince 

Konoe, whom I had got acquainted with. And he was a very modest, colorless 

type of a person, but extremely astute, extremely honest in an unsophisticated 

way, just an awfully fine person. He was strongly anti-Communist, and he used 

to come to see me to report his analysis of the likelihood of a Communist 

victory. And Tait was predicting a much lower success of the Connnunists. 

And Komura's latest report to me was that th.e Communists would probably win 

about 23 to 29 seats, under 30. I'd pass this on to David Tait and he'd 

compromise on the--I think it was the last issue before the election--to 

indicate "There are some who believe that--" "In an unlikely situation, this 

would happen." 

Of course I underestimated. They won 38 seats, and this shook up SCAP, 

really shocked SCAP. It really hurt Dave Tait,and for a time, I think it was 

l Colonel Bratton may h.ave come down and had). come from Willoughby. The order 
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was that David Tait was not to write another column without consulting me 

first. On any day, anything he had to write, he had to consult me. Well, 

this was a little bit, a touchy thing to do and of course it didn't remain 

operative very long. But this is the beginning of a very definite period 

of coolness between David Tait and your humble servant. 

The point about Inukai, I made a mistake because I said that Inukai's 

comments related to the 1949 election. And finishing my comments I just 

made, I realize it had to be over in 1947. Inukai was then an active member 

of the cons.ervative group, the--let ' s see, by this time it was called the 

"Democratic Party." The issue there in 1947--I'm now back on Inukai .... -was 

the election law revision. In 1946 the election law provided for large 

election districts. There wasn't one single seat. There was no single 

election district in Japan where the voter did not have at least two votes. 

And in some districts, and I'd have to check the number, you got three votes, 

depending upon the number of seats allocated to that party. If there were 

10 or more, I believe you had three votes. Anything above five, you had 

two votes" and five or less you had one, but there was no seat that--I think 

Fukui had four seats in 1946. 

Well, the point of this in 1946 was to confus.e and confound and make 

almost impossible an election based upon a rigid control of party-controlled 

blocks by making it possible, if you had 10 men in a district, the number of 

votes, percentage of votes you could achieve and still win the seat was 

infinitesimal really. And the conservatives in 1947 were aware that the 

Communist Party and the left-wing Socialists w ere waxing in strength, at 

least in public context. Because there was an electrical shortage or there 
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had been a turnoff of electricity_ There had been a general strike planned 

in February and {General William F~/ Marquat of ESS {Economic and Scientific 

Sectio.!!./ had, just at the last minute through MacArthur, banned a general 

strike. And shortly after, if I just will continue this one phase--this was 

in February, as I recall. In April there was a threat of a pistonlike general 

strike, which would have the effect of a general strike but it would go by a 

periodicity which technically would have escaped the earlier ban. And it was 

at that time that Marquat declared, "This is a distinction without a difference." 

Bingo! Barred it. 

Well, this set the pattern where, the conservatives were afraid they were 

going to be faced with a tremendous electoral setback, not only for that but 

for another reason. As you know, in Januar¥ 1947 the second purge occurred. 

Now this was the local-level purge, and the local-level purge was designed to 

cut the people at the level. This was the recruiting ground for re-

placements of the earlier national-level purge. And the conservatives were 

trembling in their political boots. So they won an election law revision. 

The election law revision proposal was not submitted to the Diet, as I recall, 

until either the end of February, it must have been in Harch. And the Socialists 

were up in arms about it. 

I remember talking to Nishio one time ~ I was talking, "Can t t we filibuster 

this?" I was very much a partisan in a--IfI~m not talking about how we could. 

But," I said, Hif you oppose it, aren't there some ways in which you could 

manipulate it? How about a filibuster?" 

He said, rrWe cannot have a filibuster in the Diet 

do it is slow-pokey movement toward the ballot boxes.f.I 

The only way you can 
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SCAP was opposed to this, to the election la~ revision, because the 

election law revision was essentially an introduction of the 1927 election 

law with certain modifications. But the format was the same. This really 

was the forerunner of the present system, as you know. 

Well, Inukai then told me later, and I can't be sure now exactly 

when I talked with him, but I know he was Minister of Justice. He said, 

"Mr. Colton, you know in 1947 the only way that we can overcome SCAP's 

scruples about this being a measure which would give undue favoritism to 

the conservative candidates, we did succeed. SCAP refused to accept this 

originally,fI he said. "SCAP refused to accept it, but SCAP came around and 
evident, 

gave us its consent because it was quit~1 we thought, that if the law wapn't 

revised, the COIIllIlunists might win 10 seats." And MacArthur was a palladium 

of shall we say orthodox liberalism)and MacArthur could not stand the tarnish-

ing of his occupation image if the Connnunist Party should increase. He put 

it in more succinct phrases like that, but the Japanese Government knew how 

to manipulate SCAP. And they manipulated SCAP by the COIIllIlunist' .. bugaboo. 

Q: That's a fascinating comment. I wanted to know more about your reactions to 

the Japanese po'liticians and the parties and the way in which the Japanese 

may' have manipulated us? 

KC: By and large~ the Japanese began to play with SCAP. They were able to 

recognize that the cold war had arrived. If I go back to this, it is not 

irrelevant. The Dai.-Ichi Headquarters Building was the old insurance company 

building. It had three basements, very solid, very strong. It also had iron 

grates that could come down at night covering all of these six or seven foot 

windows on the ground :f;loor. You could almos.t identify the time when the 
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cold war hit Tokyo was when we first began to lower those screens. When I 

first came to SCAP, those screens were never lowered, and it wasn't until 

in 1946, I believe 1946, these iron curtains began to corne downo I would 

say that in the first period of the occupation, the conservative parties and 

the Socialist parties and the Communist parties reacted with a great deal of 

fear and apprehension because they didn't know what was going to come. It 

was quite clear early on that SCAP was liberally oriented. And one can be 

critical of MacArthur and he was a posturer. If you look at MacArthur's 

photographs, when he shook hands, he always grabbed the guy's elbow and shook 

hands like this because he had palsy in his hand and he didn't want to show 

that palsy in his hand. It would wobble a bit, and so he always grabbed 

somebody by the upper arm when he shook his hand. You practically always will 

see thiso Youtll never see MacArthur shaking hands straight out, and I think 

the only occasion would be that incomplete photograph of Truman meeting 

MacArthur on Wake Island. 

MacArthur had basically an aristocratic liberal's point of view, and I 

think the Japanese were tremendously impressed by the statesmanlike language 

of these original policy statements that came out. of Washington. I first 

read the Potsdam Declaration when I was in the jungles in New Guinea, and I: 

was tremendously impressed. Oh., I thought this was really first-class. 

language. And th.e l'otsdam Declaration was very closely accepted by G2 and 

everybody else as a guide rule. Frequently if we had a memorandum for action 

that went up through Rufus Bratton or anywhere else, frequently we would be 

asked or have to say~ "How does this square with the Potsdam Declaration? How 

does. this square with the memorandums that came out of Washington?" And I 
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can't remember the various numbers, but Government Section rolled them off 

by--there were a basic three or four major. documents that came out. in August, 

September, October, November of 1945, and these were the major scriptural 

references, and MacArthur adhered to those rather consistently. 

But the beginning of the Iron Curtain, I think--I think there are two 

dates in which I identify. One was the first meeting of the Allied Council 

in Tokyo. /General/ Courtney Whitney was present and spoke for MacArthur, - -' 

and he just la:id down the anti-Communist law, the position of MacArthur, 

that this would only be an advisory body and that was it. And he wasn't 

going tOor-.,..in ef;fect it was quite clear - no nonsense would be coming from 

the Rus$ian J:'epresentatiye. That came in April 1946. 

About that same month on a Sunda.y, it had to be in April, yes. It was 

af;ter the election of; 1946. A couple of my friends and I, ltd taken my dog 

up from the Philippines with me. A called him "Tack" for 

Tack Loman. He probably was the smartes.t dog in the world at the time. We 

were gotng of;~ in a jeep, and I forget where we were. headed for. We passed 

liiby-a park a.nd we saw a big mob of people there. So we parked our car and 

went over to join them, and it was a political rally. It was a rally of the 

Communists and the Socialists protesting against the-..-this time it would 

still be the Shi.dehaJ:'a cabinet.. And they were protesting against the 

stockpiling of food and the scarcity of food for the common person. And 

they should open to a popular based distribution. We quickly ran into Mark 

Gayn, the Chicago news reporter, ·and also with Mark Gayn was Edgar Snow. And 

Edgar Snow was just a name to conjure with at that time. I didn "t know much 
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about him. But I remember Edgar Snow particularly because he had a reporter 

with him, and after Suzuki Mosaburo had made a speech here, then along came 

Nosaka Sanzo. I couldn't understand what he was saying, but Edgar Snow's 

interpreter was able to catch and report it. And Edgar Snow said, "Ah," 

He referred to a general strike. And he said, f1Ah, this is something of very 

considerable significance.~' Mark Gayn and I nodded our heads of course, and 

shortly after Nosaka finished, there was obviously an appeal that there should 

be a march up to /Kijuro! Shidehara's residence, the prime minister's resi-
-.. i""" -

dence. So Mark Gayn asked if he could ride in our jeep. So we got in our 

jeep with another guy and my dog, Tack. And we didn't know where the demon~ 

stration was going, but we followed it. It went by the Metropolitan Police 

Office and went up to the prime minister!s residence. And of course the 

gates were bolted and he had, at that time they had a wooden gate. It had 

two entrances, as I recall. The crowd out in front was continuing shouting, 

and they wanted to be admitted. They wanted to have a conference with 

Shidehara, and he was inside. 

Finally people scaled over the top and pulled this bolt back, and the 

doors were open and they moved in. My dog and I were close behind" This is 

the first time I heard the Japanese cadence count for a demonstration. 

HWa sho, wa sho, wa sho,," In my ignorance I thought it meant, "Russia, Russia, 

Russia," I thought I was witnessing the winter palace coup, and I was really, 

I was q,uite concerned. T moved rather carefully but deliberately off to one 

of th.e walls because I didn't want to get involved~ I was in civilian mil-

itary uniform, otherwise military dress without any epaulets~ 
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They kept shouting for Shidehara and all the pressure,and I can~t 

remember whether they used force or not. But they broke the plate glass in 

the door to the prime minister's residence. There was a spokesman for 

Shidehara came out and addressed the throng. No, he wouldn't meet with 

them, and they insisted and finally a concession was made that they would 

So my dog and I followed them, and we went inside. Off to the left was 

this room where Shidehara rather, it seemed to me, considerably shaken, was 

meeting this delegation. And I can't remember who the Japanese were, but 

they obviously were leftists or Communists, left-wing Socialists or Communists. 

I used to say that my dog was the first non-Japanese dog to enter the prime 

minister·s residence because he followed right at my heels .. 

The police were trying to keep the people from coming over the walls, 

and they were ineffectiV8* This is why they got over the walls in the first 

place, but there was an attempt to scale the walls all around. And I remember 

the next day, I was the only G2 man there present, and I wrote a long memoran .... 

dum the next day detailing the account. This I think helped to establish 

the legitimacy of my being out on my feet.. I had very little to do with policy 

in Japan, but I had I think a very--to me it was a fascinating opportunity to 

report on policy. 

Let's see, that came in April 1946 at the same time, the same month as 

the Allied Council~ The third factor that helped to, I think, set the Iron 

Curtain coming down in Tokyo was there was a mild case of lese majesty in that 

same early period. And SCAl? came down in favor of non-lese majesty. Other

wise, the Emperor could not be vilified or could not be handled in a way in 

conflict with then existing Japanese law. Our offices were right across the 
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majesty demonstrations did involve some operatives out of that office. 

But the next phase that the Iron Curtain really came down followed in 

1947. MacArthur, I guess it was Government Section, everybody, I think it 

was Government Section and G2 and everybody in Dai-Ichi Headquarters was 

invited if not commanded to attend a general meeting in the top floor of the 

Dai-Ichi Building in their auditorium. And this was a lecture by Professor 

Walsh from Georgetown. He was known at that time, at least he was advertised 

to us and I later heard his name mentioned~as being at least one of the then 

current spokesmen on geopolitics. And he gave a lecture to all the assembled 

throng on the issues of geopolitics, with the primary focus, as I recall, upon 

the problem in Europe. There was also some reference in 1947 to the problem 

in Korea and China. 

We alBo then Bubsequently had a couple of G2 meetings in the assembly 

hall warning us about security of information and that type of a thing. So 

we saw the incip:i=.ncy of the cold war really in 1946. It hit Tokyo before the 

Truman Greek Aid Bill. 

In 1948 Oyama---Ikuro, a Japanese expatriat who was a prewar Socialist, had 

taken refuge at Northwestern University. What's the name of that professor? 

Q: Colegrove? 

KC: Colegrove, yes, Kenneth Colegrove. It was quickly known in 1948--Colegrove 

was a consultant for the Far Eastern CommisBion, and he'd come over to Japan 

in 1947. He was there in 1946 during the constitutional revision proceedings. 

He had offi.ces up in Government Section. The report we had was that Colegrove 

really was sort of maltreated, that Oyama had milked him for translations and 
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all that sort of thing but had not made him a coauthor of many of the things 

that he had published. I don't know how true that is, but that's the general 

report that we had. I met Colegrove a couple of times. When I came back from 

the Diet and some of my forays, some of the discussions on the constitutional 

revision, I used to go up and feedback to him. But he had his other sources. 

I think he was just courteous to let me come in the door. 

In 1948 Oyama as I recall it was 1948, was scheduled to return 

to Japan. And SCAP had considerable hopes that Oyama would be a force for 

moderate socialist development. He was supposed to arrive by boat at Yokohama 

early one morning, and I forget what day it was. I have a slight feeling it 

had to be on a weekend. John and I, we were sort of collaborating on 

Japanese politics. And we thought it was very appropriate for G2 to go down 

and meet him, and this is the proper courtesy to a visiting dignitary, shall 

we say. So John and I got a jeep and we .... 

END TAPE II, BEGIN TAPE III 

We got this jeep and we went down to Yokohama very early in the morning. As 

I remember, Oyama's boat was supposed to dock at 8:00 and we wanted to get 

down there by 7:30, ample time. We got down there, and I remember our faces 

dropped a mile because when we got there we found that somebody else in SCAP 
been 

hai/before us. I don i t know who it was, but it wasn t t anybody in our shop 

who had spirited Oyama off the boat and brought him into Tokyo. 

He was obviously a man who had been out of touch with the realities of 

Japanese politics for something like 15 odd years. He was a Wasada man in 

his background. I think he taught at ~Jasada. He then picked up or resumed 

a teaching post at Wasada, but he never had the impact$ This was only 
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incidental to SCAP's Iron Curtain phase, but it did show that SCAP was not 

rigidly ultraconservative. SCAP was, even in 1948, was trying to move, I 

think, to a moderate line. 

Again commenting on this SCAP and the JCP, in 1949 it had to be late 

1949 or 1950 came back to Japan, Chuck Kades had already left and 

Frank Kades had left and there was another--gee, his rank 

was a modest one. I knew him first as a major. He later became a light 

colonel, Jack--I can't recall his last name. I remember talking with Jack 

about the--oh, this had to be in 1950, ,about the time of the May riots of 

1950 had raised considerable concern about what the Communists might be plan

ning to do. Because there had been some turnovers of the Communist movement 

with respect to the Korea situation and also there had been the Comintern or 

the Cominform's, the Bucharest criticism of Nosaka and Shiga and Tokuda. This 

was a criticism of Nosaka's previous position in August 1949 that the Com

munist Party could come to power by parliamentary means, and this really led 

to a division, a split in the Communist Party, the Shigaites and the like. 

The question was made difficult by the May 1950 riots, and about this 

time I was talking to Jack~ I was concerned and several of us were concerned 

whether SCAP would ban the Communist Party. I was opposed to the banning of 

the Communist Party because I felt, for reasons which were rather obvious to 

me, that this would be counterproductive. And I remember talking to Jack and 

trying to find out what Government Section was going to do. Because by this 

time Government Section and G2 were really in confrontation. And Jack told me 

that there h,ad been a proposal made by Yoshida, as I recall, to ban the Communist 

Party, but SCAP had refused to ban the Communist Party because it felt that 
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it needed .anovert head to the dragon. I remember this because I was quite 

relieved to hear this confirmation. Okay, where else have I been? 

Oh, you were asking me a minute ago about Quigley. This goes back again 

to a non sequitur contribution, I suppose. Very early on in 1946 I heard 

through John and our shop at R and A that a request had gone out to 

have Harold Quigley, Harold Scott Quigley, come to Japan to be a consultant 

and a special adviser to Charles A. Willoughby, Esquire. Quigley arrived, I 

believe in the spring of 1946, and he was quickly put up in the R and A Section. 

And of course in the meantime we had avidly read his book published in th.e 

1930's on the Japanese Government. He was our little tin god, and John and 

I got acquainted with Quigley very early. He was a very fatherly,uncleish type 

of a figure. I guess he appreciated our stupid questions because we got along 

very well. 

But Quigley did not have too much impact on the Japanese occupation, either 

on policy or anything else. Quigley came to Japan in the thirties 1 was later 

told. He wrote his book on the basis of coming to Japan by having a whole 

series o:e questions for which he was seeking the answers.. He had his book 

outlined before he came to Japan, and his. research was based upon filling out 

the answers to his outline. At the same time, his research was done about 

the time of the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, and the two just did not jibe. 

But Quigley had an avuncular approach to Japanese politics. He was cut 

of:e at the knees constantly by the fact that his consultant role was only in 

the large, grand perspective. And Willoughby wanted a consultant, "This 

happened yesterday. What should I do?" And the nitty-gritty, the police 

blotter operatives were able to give specific suggestions, and Quigley, 
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without too much time lost, was put on a fifth wheel of an automobile 

relationship. He left in, I think in 1947, if I remember right, a little 

bit unhappy, a little bit disagreeable. 

Q: It must have been before then. 

KC: Did he leave before then? 

One comment about Willoughby and his staff operation, about the time 

when Quigley left, part of Quigley's assignment was sort of be the overall 

editor for a weekly intelligence summary. That position was taken over by a 

chap by the name of Harold Noble, if I remember right. He was a Saturday 
very 

Evening Post character, and he had written anothe£/good, stout, genuine, 

100 percent anti-Communist article which made him eligible for l-lilloughby' s 

preference. And Noble apparently came in feeling that any of the rest of 

us were non compus. We had a hard job with him originally because he 

practically refused to take anything that we had written or prepared. One 

of my assignments was to prepare a weekly political summary digest for this 

intelligence publication. 

Harold Noble, it was another indication of the hard line coming into 

SCAP. He was very close to Willoughby's rigid, immobile mental state. Shortly 

after Noble came in.,...,...this is another indication of how some of SCAP operated--

I had gone to the International Press Club to have lunch with Mark Gayn. Mark 

Gayn, as you probably know, had,a journalistic background in China, and Mark 

Gayn was his later revised name. I forget what he was called before when he 

was in China. But he had written a number of dispatches. He was left of 

center in his coverage of things in China, and he in Japan represented the 

Chicago News. He was constantly needling me, and I suppose any others, with 
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"These guys should be purged, these guys should be purged." He wanted 

Inukai purged among other people. I remember being at his house on a number 

of occasions. His first wife was I think Sue, and Mark was leaving on one 

of these occasions, I remember. And he was sort of tabbing off the list of 

the people. He said, "Well, Ken, I want you to keep watch on these guys 

because SCAP hasn't purged them yet and they're potentially dangerous." 

And one of the people he had fingered of course was his bete noire, Inukai, 

because he thought Inukai was too slick. 

Well anyway, I had gone to lunch with ~1ark over at the Press Club, and 

Harold Noble had continued his membership in the Press Club because of his 

Saturday Evening Post connections. And I didn't realize it until the dinner 

was in progress that Harold Noble was in the dining room when I was having 

lunch with Mark Gayn. Later that afternoon Noble sent me a note. I forget 

whether he sent me a note or maybe he called me and said that he didn't want 

me talking with journalists. He says, "You don't talk to journalists. They 

will pump you for information. I mean, this is something you've just got to 

stay away from." 

My response was, HIt's a two-way street. I mean, these guys have con

tacts. Why can't you have confidence in the personnel that they know when to 

zip their lip? And if Mark Gayn can lead with a question, you can too." 

Mark Gayn had a superlative skill as a journalist by asking the provocative 

question, something like, "Did you hit your wife last week?" Or "Have you 

stopped hitting your wife," that type of gimmick. And it was very effective. 

I've seen it operating, but if you know it, you can parlay it. 
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Well, I didn't pay too much attention to Harold Noble, but Harold Noble 

very quickly got involved in G2 publication which you are probably familiar 

with which led to the famous C.A.W. involvement with Agnes Smedley. 

There was a statement in one of these G2 publications for which Harold Noble 

was responsible as the editor in which Agnes Smedley was called a Communist. 

This related to the Sorgi ring which you're familiar with too, and Agnes 

Smedley was accused, as I recall--I don't have the details fresh in my memory. 

But she was, I think, identified as one of the couriers or the links between 

a Chinese base and the Japanese SorgI ring. She filed a complaint and I think 

sued or threatened to sue Willoughby for defamation or whatever it would have 

been. So Willoughby started a little operation, a private Willoughby keikan 

operation to prove that he was right. And Harold Noble was made head of this 

keikan because he had a vested interest himself. And I think at one time this 

got to be as large as to have about eight to ten maybe more people. And they 

were devoted primarily in getting all sorts of classified information. They 

made trips to--this was before they closed down in 1949--they made trips to 

Shanghai, they made trips to Taiwan, and they got all sorts of information 

about Sorgi and Smedley. 

This was a waste of taxpayers' money, but this was reflective of 

MacArthur's and Willoughby's sense of infallibility of God. I had a number 

of friends who worked in this shop. They had a very low opinion of the 

validity and the sequence of it. 

Q: Mr~ Colton, you mentioned that General MacArthur was really an aristocratic 

liberal. Would you care to expand on that? What did you mean by "liberal" 

in those days? 
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KC: Well, I think of MacArthur as something representing, let's say, the English 

approach to liberal politics of the 19th century. I don't think of him nec-

essarily as a Gladstonian liberal, but in the Rosehery context of noblesse 

oblige, a man who is so sure that he is right that he can dispense with the 

largeness of generosity to those of the unwashed, of those people who are 

struggling to climb the mountain which he has already attained. That may 
bit 

sound a little/too flippant, but I was not a proponent of MacArthur. 

During the whole war and I did serve in the Pacific, MacArthur was 

never known by a nickname. Sometimes they referred to him as Mac. The 

nickname for the GI in World 'VJar II in the Pacific was "Mac." "Hey, Mac." 

"What are you doing, Mac?" It was like every man that came, that type of 

an approach. But there was no nickname for MacArthur, no Long Jim, no 

anything that showed a sense of rapport and intimacy. He was an aloof. At 

the same time, I think it was quite clear that MacArthur had a very strong 

commitment to fundamental American idealism. This is reflected in his whole 

approach to West Point. You can laugh at it, you can belittle it, you can 

say this is an anacronysm and that sort of thing. But there was a very 

strong sense of dedication and sincerity to that. And I think this was 

very important in sustaining the image he had of the American proconsul in 

Japan, the American emperor. And one of my criticisms of MacArthur was 

that though we were involved in an attempt to remodel Japan, in one sense 
a with 

we criticized Japan as having been ruled by/military oligarchy whicJ!/access 

to the Emperor had distorted what might have been a hopeful experiment of 

the twenties. 
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At the same time, HacArthur being the , represented 

a continuation of exactly the same pattern we were critical of. But his 

liberalism was aristocratic and was like the privileged dispensation of 

justice from somebody like Jove on Olympus. 

If I may just continue a comment about MacArthur, in 1948 MacArthur 

was avidly at work trying to compile a series of volumes on the political 

reorientation of Japan which you're familiar with. A couple of my friends 

were writing on it, were responsible as the editors of it. And we used to 

joke with them constantly,"l-Iow far have you progressed in your Bible?" The 

purpose appear.ed to be quite clear that the dedication, the motivation of the 

time was to complete this by 1948. And we all quickly perceived, or thought 

we did, that this was aimed at the presidential elections in 1948. Larry 

Bunker was MacArthur's private secretary.. He was a military, Colonel Bunker. 

Incidentally, he was another Harvard man from Massachusetts, a very gracious, 

very fine pers.ona individual, made a very good contact for MacArthur. 

Larry Bunker was pres.umably engaged in the correspondence between Tokyo 

Headquarters and the hopeful', groundswell in the States for a MacArthur boom 

for the presidency. As you will remember, I'm sure, there was a primary in 

Wisconsin in the early months, I guess. It must have been in April, something 

of this early order in 1948. Well, about that time there was a carpenter shop - '-. 

that was a frame building about a story and a half tall, I guess, at that time 

located in a :position very close to the American Consulate down in, what is it, 

1 And this carpenter shop had a big sign pasted on it, the 

Statue of Liberty had the face of MacArthur on it, and it was MacArthur for 

President. This was in English, "MacArthur for President," and of course, it 
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wasn't down and it wasn't considered to be lese majesty at all. It 

was probably an announcement of this perception of this man of reality. But 

the remarkable thing was that when the returns from Wisconsin came in,and we 

were all aware of this in 1948, that MacArthur ran a bad ·third. I forget who 

won it, and I think that perpetual candidate for the presidency, even Harold 

Stassen came way ahead of MacArthur. And this little carpenter's shop down 

there became a subject of considerable photographic attention about that time, 

and the general report was that when the returns came in, Larry Bunker's first 

reaction was, "Oh, my God! Oh, my God! How am I going to tell the boss?" 

This was really lese majesty. 

At the same time--this came in 1948--1 felt this was one of the finest 

lessons that could have been given to the Japanese politicians, not only that 

MacArthur had been voted down by the American public in that Wisconsin which 

was his father's home state. Therefore, a favorable base had even been denied 

Monsieur Ie general. Okay, in 1948 the presidential election was a fabulous 

event in Japan.. I can remember listening to the returns seated in my car on 

the curb in fr.ont of my hotel. I was so fascinated with the returns I didn't 

dare leave the radio. And I remember hearing the returns, the gubernatorial 

election in Connecticut. This is when the advertising man who later became 

Ambassador to India, Bolles, Chester Bolles was elected as Governor of Connec-

ticut. And I remember saying, maybe to myself, 111f a Democrat can win the 

gubernatorial election of Connecticut, then hope is not lost for the Democratic 
,I .: 

ticket Later that night we stayed up and listened ~ and the returns that came 

in from California, Truman won California by a margin, if I remember. At least 

the figure, whether itls right or wrong, was about 25,000 votes, and it figured 
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out to about one vote to a precinct in California. This was the two events, 

MacArthur's defeat in Wisconsin and Dewey's loss in Novembe~ was immediately 

recognized by the Japanese politicians. And this had a great impact on the 

1948 elections. 

Shortly after that election, the Japanese elections came in January that 

followed 1948. I remember talking to a number of Japanese. There was an 

American-educated Japanese by the name of Matsumoto Takizo, only his American 

name they called him ;Frank, a Harvard Business School graduate. And I remember 

talking with, oh, a number of people. One of them,I had Sato Eisaku come in 

and visit me at the Headquarters. I think it was after the January elections. 

And Sato, I think, was beginning his term as Secretary General of the Liberal 

Party. And he was the first Japanese politician that I had talked to in two 

years at least, since 1947, who was candid enough, honest enough, and realistic 

enough to recognize that what happened in January 1949 was simply that the 

Communists were out working. liThe conservatives or the moderates or the liberals," 

he said, "we paid too much attention to national operations.,p I don't believe 

he referred to the SCAP interest, but he was saying, "We've just got to get 
to the 

do~/grass roots and outwork them." 

But MacArthur in 1949, this relates again to MacArthur, if I may pursue 

it MacArthur v's dismissal in 1951 was anoth,er contribution of American politics. 

T think the contribution of American politics to Japan's political development 

should not be underestimated, not in the guidelines of SCAP, but also what 

happened in the United States. In 1951 we were aware of the problems between 

Tokyo and Washington. And we were aware, the rumor was widely spread among 

us Indians that MacArthur's TWX, a teletype communications with Washington, 
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this was one of the reasons that he came late at night and he. frequently 

was working in his headquarters until 11:00 at night, presumably because 

of time span with Washington, so they could be in direct contact. The 

various reports were made, accurate or not, I don't know, that MacArthur 

would give rather curt, brusk comments to the rather modest subaltern's 

approaches that CHme from the TWX out of Washington. 

Well, we also were aware that MacArthur, as you know, wore two hats 

at least. When the Korean vlar began, he wore three hats" He wore a military hat 

as Commander of American Forces in th.e Far East. He wore the civilian hat as 

Commander of SCAI?, which your McKeldin mimeograph should correct. One of your 

footnote references needs to be amplified. When the Korean War began, 

MacArthur had a third hat, and that is he was Commander in Chief of the United 

Nations Forces. Well, this occurred, let's see, Mac was dismissed, I believe 

it was in :May. Wasnlt it May 11th? This was a Wednesday afternoon, and this 

was when we were not working on Wednesday afternoon.. I happened to be in my 

hotel room. 1 usually used to go the bookstores on Wednesday afternoons. I 

was in my hotel room when my friend from the Ashai Shimbun called? He was the 

liaison from Ashai Shimbun with SCAP, and I knew Suzuki quite well.. And he 

called and he says, "Well, l1r .. Colton, what interpretation can we make of 

MacArthur's dismissal'?" ltd never heard of it, and so my first reaction was, 

":My God, what are you saying?" 

He said, "Well, MacArthur has just been relieved of his command, relieved." 

And 1 said, "Suzuki, this raises a question under which hat has his head 

been removed U 

And he didn~t know anything more than the fact it had been removed. So 
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it was quite clear if he was removed from one, he could hardly continue to 

serve in the other. So this we quickly concluded meant a complete decapitation. 

I was teaching a course that particular period at Sofia University on 

U.S. Foreign Policy, so I was looking forward to that with some considerable 

interest. And I forget whether it was that night or the next night that we 

met. But that evening, I was living in the Dai-Tchi Hotel, and there was a 

very interesting conversation going up and down the corridors between military 

and civilian and the like. And it was quite clear there was a distinction 

between the voices. The civilians were overwhelmingly liberal, the Navy was 

also liberal, the Army was divided. 

When I met my class the next time, I told them that, "I think a very 

interesting example of events in U.S. Foreign policy is MacArthur~s dismissal. 

And," I said, "I think we ought to take a little tinle to discuss it. I'm 

interested also in having a vote on it. 1I So we had a brief discussion, and I 

think there were about 40-odd people in the class. We took a secret ballot, 

and my class was overwhelmingly military because they had certain privileges 

for tuition. As I recall the figures and I don't know if it's exactly, but 

it was something like 33 to 7 in support of Truman. And this meant the 

military had to have an overwhelming support of the dismissal, and th.is was 

very encouraging to me. I thought this was a fine demonstration of the 

civilian ethos suffusing the military ranks. After we had this vote, some 
I had 80me 

of my military officer~/ colonels, light colonels and some majors and there 

were lieutenants and enlisted men, and some of the officers invited me out 

for coffee or a drink or whatever it was. And I was quite impressed by their 

very good, strong, solid civilian approach0 This shattered the Japanese$ 
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It wasn't Wednesday afternoon. It may have been Thursday or Friday. 

I thought, "Well, by golly, I'd petter go and visit the party headquarters." 

I had no direction, no suggestion from SCAP whatsoever. So I took it on my 

own. I went to each of the party headquarters except the Communists. I 

didn't stop at the Communists because I guess Willoughby had ordered me not 

to by that time. I stopped at the Liberal Party headquarters. I wanted to 

see Yoshida, and Yoshida as I recall may have been in a budget. Anyway, he 

wasn't available. And the Secretary General of the party carne from Iwate. He 

told me, "Well, Mr. Colton, I believe for any comment or any reaction you're 

going to have to talk to the president of our party because he's the one who 

really should make statements." I first led with a question because I wanted 

to get their reaction. Then I would make my comment. I very candidly had 

told them, "I think this is the finest thing that has happened. I think this 

is a fine demonstration that the President is the Commander in Chief .. H Every

body in SCAP saw this clash corning from this Joe Martin letter where he com

municated. This was building up. We could, everybody with any sense, political 

sense, could see the--the resolution had to come sometime, but certainly I never 

anticipated. 

I then went to the Conservative Party. First J should say when I got 

through expressing my view to the Secretary General of the Liberal Party, he 

just nodded his head soberly to indicate he had heard me, but he didn't vouch .... 

sage any position. Let's see, by that time it was the Kokominto Mitchuto" It 

was that hybrid party, and I talked to again one of the--it wasn't the Secretary 

General. It was one of the members of the Executive Committe.e anyway, the 

highest man I could find. I didn't make any appointments before I went th.ere. 
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And he was a little bit hesitant, so I then gave him my 

END SIDE I, CONTINUED ON SIDE II 

o lesson for the day. Then he relaxed and he agreed with me. 

Then I went to the Socialist Party headquarters, .and they had moved 
,,,.:, I think he wa.s 

,p, ,.;:f.', 

from Shimbashi by that time. And by golly, I found Ozanuma inland Ozanu:ri:J.a w8£.! 

Secretary General. I'd known him ever since 1946, and we got along very 

well. He was a bluff, hale, hearty, good old union man, very insecure. 

So when I told him, "I called on you to really exchange some views of reactions 

on MacArthur's dismissal." So he immediately called me into his office and 

closed the door, and as soon as he sat down, then he began to unload, with 
if 

not a moment's hesitation. The essence was tha.!:../the Emperor had done this 

in 1931, there would not have been a Manchurian Incident. I mean, it was a 

good Socialist reaction, but the impression was very positive that the guy 

still had a civilian gut reaction. I mean, it wasn't Socialist necessarily, 

it was a small lid" democrat~ Oh, this was excellent. This was a fine demon
the difference 

stration for Japanes.e politics because it showed the~/between a capital "DH 

and a small Hd H democxacy. And after that initial moment of hesitancy, the 

Japanese public overwhelmingly, I think, would support Truman. 

When MacArthur gave his "Old soldiers never die" speech, we heard it 

under a Far Eastern broadcast and the pathos of it was so studied it reminded 

me of, who was our AFofL--John L. Lewis, that Shakespearean, stentorian ren-

dition. The only purloin new to John L. Lewis was MacArthur's diction. Both 

of them, they could be a perfect, they should give the oral rendition of 

Shakespeare because they could really make Shakespeare sound good. 
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Well anyway, his "Old soldiers never die ll was not well received by the 

SCAP personnel. They also sold records of this "Old soldiers never die" in 

the Japanese bookstores. I don't think it sold very well. Later there was 

organized a MacArthur Memorial Committee in Japan to build a memorial for 

MacArthur as the great Moses who had led the benighted people out of the land 

of iniquity and all that sort of thing. There is a statue of MacArthur in 

Seoul, Korea, which is an atrocious statue. It ought to be junked for scrap, 

but it was again a posturing for publicity and public relations. 

But this MacArthur Committee also had as its chairman, I think if I 

remember right, some well-placed, high-placed Japanese. I think Ichimata 

of the Bank of Japan was chairman. I'm not too sure. And I think one of 

the princes of the Royal House was also associated with it, maybe he instead 

of Ichimata. The interesting summary bottom line of MacArthur and the Japanese 

is the little small fine print footnote that came a number of years later, I 

think after the occupation had formally terminated, that this commission was 

dissolved and the memorial project had been abandoneC!, because they had failed 
I 

'"b 

to collect enough sums of money to make this operation" And I think, two 

things T concluded from this: the Japanese confusionism of this. situational 

relationship was demonstrated. The god was dead, long live the next god. 

Secondly, also, I think I would like to interpret it, I did at the time I 

know, interpret it as the Japanese had begun to f£e it the way I had originally. 

The emperor had no clothes. 

So with respect to MacArthur, this is a long detour. But MacArthur's 

public curiosity viewers, that had watched him come in and out of the Dai-Ichi 

Building, I think I mentioned it the other day, we called it his Hooper Rating, 
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and MacArthur never deigned to look at these people. He bounded out of 

his Cadillac and walked up the steps. I think the only time he bothered to 

even pay attention to these people was, I think, the last time he left the 

Dai-Ichi Building. He stopped, I think a little girl gave him some flowers 

or maybe gave him a flag, and he shook her hand or something like that. 

Oh, your original question was "aristocratic liberalism." 

Q: That's right. 

KC: I think MacArthur was conscientious and maybe one indication of his liberal

ism was reflected and I think it's been published by a number of commentators. 

Hugh Borton, if he hasn't, could do this very well. Hugh was a member of the 

Far Eastern Commission as an advisor-consultant, I believe, at this time, and 

the December meeting which set up the Allied Council and set up the enlargement 

of the old original FEC put certain limitations on the initiative of SCAP that 

they could not change the polity of the government without approval. And this 

was the crucial issue of the constitutional revision. In this Political Re

orientati.on ot' Japan there are some references. to it, but I don't think they've 

given it the full t17eatment by any means. Maybe Justin Williams, he should 

know th.is. 

But MacArthur had to get a constitutional revision in a liberal way with

out having it vetoed by either a cons.ervative, maybe the more conservative 

British or the more radical Russians.We will not approve of a constitution 

unless it has this and this. Otherwise he could have been stalemated. And 

so MacArthur had a pragmatic problem to face, how to get a constitutional 

revision without being sandbagged at the pass. And I think it's very much to 

MacArthur's credit that the constitutional revision process was completed. In 
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one sense it was a subterfuge. They pulled a subterfuge, but I don't believe 

it was a planned subterfuge. And again I bow to Justin for any analysis. But 

I know those of us in G2 at my level, we had no idea what was going on in 

Government Section in February. The first I heard about it was when I saw the 

text published in The Nippon Times. I was so impressed by it. I thought the 

language was done, it was appropriate. I thought it had a good balance, a 

good bite, a good tone. It was minshu shugi democratic in the small "I" 

liberal sense. I know I was so impressed that I quickly mailed a copy of it 

to the Harvard Law School, in my innocence that they might not have better 

sources of information than a humble little Indian. But it was highly im

pressive, and it did cut off the debate in Japan under the constitution 

revision. It ended the problem of a republic basically, and I think the 

proposal--my own humble judgment at that time and for whatever it's worth, 

was that this model was used by the Japanese because the Matsumoto motto was, 

as others had been, woefully inadequate. And the Japanese did not know American 

policy well enough to know what was necessary, and what they could put in. 

This Matsumoto Committee, incidentally, was a woefully inadequate com

mittee. One of the members, if I remember right, was a man who was the chief 

clerk of the House of Peers. I can't remember his name offhand. I got to know 

h,im fairly well, and I remember having dinner with him at his residence. Prince 

Rhee, th.e Korean stud horse who was married to a Japanese prince, had a very 

modest house, nor far from Kao. And this was made the official residence 

of the president of the House of Councilors But until this guy moved in, 

this was used by the chief clerk and we had dinner there one evening. And I 

can remember the naivete that he offered, and it struck me that this represented 
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the naivete, the lack of pragmatic realism of many of this Matsumoto Committee 

or maybe the Matsumoto Committee said, "Lord, now this is hopeless.. tI Maybe 

they ignored him. 

He was. propos.ing that the franchise to vote s.hould be extended to every

body, down including to the age of 12. And that was something that it was 

hard to keep a straight face, and I'm quite sure he was earnest about it. He 

wasn't trying to pull an ignorant Americanls leg. But I think this suggests 

some of the problems. of the constitutional revision. 

Q: Could I ask you just one more question before we end today? I want to know 

more about how you went out and gathered your information. You've mentioned 

visiting the politicians' headquarters. You've mentioned the newspaper people. 

So I wondered how you gathered your information and what CIS policies you were 

following? 

KC: Actually it was the best of all policies poss.ible for me. There was no policy. 

Our basic policy really was the Potsdam Declaration. Our basic policy was the 

memorandums that came out of Washington, and I think my initiative of getting 

out and using my feet---and this may run too long, but at least I will start 

on it-.,..rested in the purge memorandums. Th.ere were two purge memorandums, as 

you know, one on the general categories of barring undesirable personnel from 

political office, and then the second one was banning and dissolving ultra

nationalist organizations, and being charged for looking after those who were 

not progressive and those who were not liberal. Then very quickly, since in 

1946 you had an election coming up, and as you probably know--I'm sure you do-

that the original election scheduled for January was postponed because the 

purge directive was for January 1946 and it could not possibly be implemented 
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in time for the election. And all of the candidates for office or 

appointive office had to fill out a questionnaire, and these had to be 

screened. The screening of these was originally in G2, and one of our early 

assignments was to get members of the existing sitting House to see those who 

were purgeable and 'non-purgeable. And the real problem arose so far as my 

mandate was concerned was the category (E) if I remember right. I think that 

was the number or number 5. This was a general category, all of those whose 

general profile of career and activity would identify them as ultranationalists, 

not because of the position they held in any particular organization. And 

therefore one of my jobs was to go out and see whether this guy was purgeable. 

And this is how I got involved with Hatoyama LIchir~/. I got involved with 
,\"; 

Kono rchiro and Yamamoto of the Kaiso and the rest. 

So I took that as my license to go hunting, and I had interpreters and 

one of the things I did, I would go to the--we called it Teidi in those days,~ 

Tokyo Imperial--go to their library and look up magazine materials to see if 

these guys had published articles under their names, ultranationalist. And we 

didn't bother much with newspaper files. We tried to talk with newspaper cor-

respondents, Americans or anyone else, because they might have some leads. In 

other words, we were just following things through because my hunting license 

was wide under this category E and because it was fundamentally purge and 

because it was fundamentally politically oriented, I began to go clear across 

the spectrum~ My basic assignment was to check and report of people purgeable. 

I wrote a memorandum on Hatoyama, I wrote a memorandum on Kono Ichiro. I 

wrote a memorandum on the editor of And let's see, did I write one 

on Ishibashi LTanzan/? I think by that time in the division of labor between 
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Government Section and G2 had him outside of my bailiwick. But I know 

I was involved with, at least very much concerned with 

But so far as relationship, I felt that SCAP had, later I felt the 

policy was wrong. SCAP used interpreters 0 I may have mentioned this earlier. 

SCAP should have done what the Russians did. The Russians on a certain cutoff 

level, they ordered their staff personnel to spend a half day, two, three or 

five, I think it was five days a week studying Japanese. So before the 

occupation was over, a number of people in the Russian teikan, if I can use 

that term, had Japanese competencies, with a very marked accent, but they had 

competencies. I remember talking with one of the receptionists in the Russian 

Embassy sometime a£ter the occupation ended, and he was able to discuss the 

question in Japanese. With my limited Japanese, I was impressed. His Jap

anese was better than mine. 

Just another passing comment about SCM's surveillance. I was later told 

by one of. lIlY £,riends that a camera located in an upper story window of the 

Ministry of. Commerce across the street was focused on identif.ying, I mean, 

photographing everybody who went in and out of the Russian Embassy, and I was 

on thei}:," film. And I said, "What, without pay?U 

END OF INTERVIEW 
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